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Subsurface scattering is an important visual cue and in real-time rendering it is often approximated using screen-space algorithms. Path tracing with the diffusion approximation can easily overcome the limitations of these algorithms, but increases image noise. We improve its efficiency by applying reservoir-based spatio-temporal importance resampling (ReSTIR) to subsurface light transport paths. For this, we adopt BSSRDF importance sampling for generating candidates. Further, spatiotemporal reuse requires shifting paths between domains. We observe that different image regions benefit most from either reconnecting through the translucent object (reconnection shift), or one vertex later (delayed reconnection shift). We first introduce a local subsurface scattering specific criterion for a hybrid shift that deterministically selects one of the two shifts for a path. Due to the locality, it cannot always choose the most efficient shift, e.g. near shadow boundaries. Therefore, we additionally propose a novel sequential shift to combine multiple shift mappings: We execute subsequent resampling passes, each one using a different shift, which does not require to deterministically choose a shift for a path. Instead, resampling can pick the most successful shift implicitly. Our method achieves real-time performance and significantly reduces noise and denoising artifacts in regions with visible subsurface scattering compared to standard path tracing with equal render time.


Fig. 1. A dragon with a material that exhibits noticeable subsurface scattering. We apply ReSTIR for subsurface scattering using our hybrid and sequential shift in real-time path tracing to significantly reduce noise and denoising artifacts in regions with visible scattered light.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Subsurface scattering (SSS) is an important visual cue to capture in rendering which occurs in translucent materials such as marble, human skin, leaves, wax, milk, juices, or fruits. Light scattering through such objects results in a smoother appearance and slight color bleeding.

Simulating the entire subsurface light transport with a volumetric path tracer is often still infeasible in real-time. As an approximation, we can describe the transport using a bidirectional surface scattering reflectance distribution function (BSSRDF) that uses a diffusion profile [Jensen et al. 2001] to render visually plausible SSS. Instead of performing the actual random walks with scattering and absorption to compute the light transport, the diffusion profile approximates the fraction of light scattered through an object based on the distance and orientation between an entry and exit position. Current real-time screen space methods typically also use the diffusion approximation, however, computing SSS in a post-processing pass suffers from the limited screen space information. We avoid this limitation and compute diffusion using BSSRDF importance sampling (BSSRDF IS) [King et al. 2013] in a path tracer which inherently has access to world space information. However, the integration over entry points on the surface and computing SSS leads to high variance. Our goal is to decrease this noise significantly and make rendering SSS feasible in real-time path tracing.

In recent years, reservoir-based spatio-temporal importance resampling (ReSTIR) [Bitterli et al. 2020] helped making path tracing applicable in real-time rendering. ReSTIR reuses samples spatially across pixels and temporally between frames to achieve faster convergence for direct and indirect lighting as well as volumetric scattering in media such as smoke [Bitterli et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2022, 2021; Ouyang et al. 2021]. In this paper, we present ReSTIR SSS and show how to apply ReSTIR to rendering SSS using BSSRDF IS and to exploit the spatiotemporal reuse of paths that scatter much light and are difficult and expensive to find. Existing shift mappings, namely reconnection and random replay, that allow reusing paths in other domains, each work best only in certain regions of a translucent object. For surface reflection there exist roughness-based heuristics, however, for SSS we need to define a different combination of both shifts to achieve the best result.

In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

- we show how ReSTIR can be applied to rendering SSS with BSSRDF IS (Section 3),
- we design a deterministic criterion for a hybrid shift to combine the advantages of existing shift mappings (Section 4.1),
- we derive a sequential shift that allows executing subsequent resampling passes with different shifts that removes the need of selecting only a single shift deterministically per sample (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

In the next section, we describe how SSS using a diffusion profile is integrated into a path tracer (Section 2.1), recapitulate ReSTIR (Section 2.2), and review related work.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Subsurface Scattering (SSS)

Subsurface light transport in translucent materials is summarized by the bidirectional surface scattering reflectance distribution function (BSSRDF) \( S(\omega_o, x_o, \omega_i, x_i) \). It describes the fraction of the light entering the object at \( x_i \) from direction \( \omega_i \) that exits at \( x_o \) in direction \( \omega_o \) [Jensen et al. 2001]. In contrast to using the bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) in the surface rendering equation [Kajiya 1986], employing the BSSRDF is computationally more expensive and leads to higher variance in a Monte-Carlo estimator since it requires integrating over the surface \( A \) to account for all light that is scattered through the translucent object:

\[
L(x_o, \omega_o) = \int_A \int_\Omega S(\omega_o, x_o, \omega_i, x_i) L(x_i, \omega_i) \cos \theta_i d\omega_i dx_i
\] (1)

The BSSRDF is usually simplified as the product of two directional Fresnel transmission terms \( F_i \), the radially symmetric one-dimensional diffusion profile \( R_d \), and a constant \( C \) [Christensen 2015; Jensen et al. 2001]:

\[
S(\omega_o, x_o, \omega_i, x_i) = CF_i(\omega_o, x_o)R_d(||x_o - x_i||)F_i(\omega_i, x_i)
\] (2)

For the diffusion profile, we choose Burley’s normalized diffusion [Christensen 2015], which approximates both single and multiple scattering well:

\[
R_d(r) = a \frac{e^{-r/d} + e^{-r/(3d)}}{8\pi dr},
\] (3)

where \( a \) is the surface albedo, \( r \) the distance between the entry and exit point, and \( d = l/s \) a scaled version of the wavelength-dependent mean free path \( l \) with a scaling factor \( s \). For importance sampling, the PDF and CDF of \( R_d \) are given by [Christensen 2015; Golubev 2019]

\[
p(r) = \frac{e^{-r/d} + e^{-r/(3d)}}{8\pi dr} \quad \text{and} \quad P(r) = 1 - 0.25e^{-r/d} - 0.75e^{-r/(3d)}.
\] (4)

The BSSRDF and the diffusion profile are used during path tracing as follows (Fig. 2a): When a ray hits a translucent object, we sample an entry point on the surface of the object. For this, we employ BSSRDF importance sampling (BSSRDF IS) [King et al. 2013], which first samples a point on a disk and then uses ray tracing to project it onto the surface (see Fig. 2b). Since the mean free path \( d \) is wavelength-dependent, one channel of \( d \) is chosen uniformly to sample the radius \( r \) and

\[\text{Fig. 2.} \ (a) \text{ The direct illumination case for SSS. Light is scattered through the translucent object (blue) between the entry position } x_2 \text{ and the exit position } x_1. \ (b) \text{ To sample an entry position for a given exit position } x (= x_1), \text{ we use BSSRDF IS [King et al. 2013]. The diffusion profile is non-zero only inside a sphere (dotted circle) with radius } r_{\max}. \text{ The tangent } t \text{ and bitangent at } x \text{ span a disk (solid gray line) in this sphere. BSSRDF IS generates a point on this disk by importance sampling the diffusion profile to obtain a radius } r, \text{ and sampling the angle } \varphi \text{ uniformly. For projecting this point to the geometric surface, it traces a ray perpendicular to the disk. Intersections within the bounds of } r_{\max}, \text{ i.e. } i_0, i_1 (= x_2), \text{ are valid sampled points on the object, while intersections outside, i.e. } i_2, \text{ are ignored.} (c) \text{ Average number of intersections with BSSRDF IS at primary hit.} \]
to determine the maximum distance \( r_{\text{max}} \). Tracing a ray along the surface normal works well for planar geometry, however, points on curved geometry have a low or zero probability of being found this way. Hence, the tangent and bitangent can be chosen as the projection axis for the ray direction as well. One of the generated intersections is chosen as the entry position path vertex and the path tracer continues as usual. The throughput of the path between the entry and exit position is given by Eq. (2) and the PDF by Eq. (4) times the probability of choosing the channel and the axis. To reduce variance, multiple importance sampling (MIS) for the three possible axes and the three channels is applied [King et al. 2013; Pharr et al. 2016].

For our purposes, we restrict SSS to be applied at the primary hit, i.e. exit position \( x_1 \) and entry position \( x_2 \). When the path tracer happens to hit a translucent object after the primary hit, we revert to a simple surface reflection using a BSDF, e.g. a BSDF with integrated SSS to mimic some of the aspects of actual SSS [Burley 2015]. This increases performance and prohibits code execution divergence on the GPU. Also, we model only scattering between vertices of the same object.

2.1.1 Related Work. The formulation of SSS as a diffusion process has been introduced by Jensen et al. [2001]. Diffusion profiles are either explicitly physically-based [D’Eon and Irving 2011; Donner and Jensen 2005; Habel et al. 2013], or designed to match Monte Carlo references well [Christensen 2015]. Integration of diffusion in path tracing requires importance sampling of the BSSRDF [Christensen et al. 2012; King et al. 2013; Walter et al. 2012] and provides inherent access to world space information. Irradiance information can be cached in a point cloud and filtered during rendering [Jensen and Buhler 2002]. The effects of SSS can also be approximated as a post-processing pass by convolving incoming irradiance with the diffusion profile in either texture space [d’Eon et al. 2007; Green 2004] or screen space [Golubev 2018; Jimenez et al. 2009, 2015]. Both approaches suffer from limited information. As the intensity of SSS effects varies across an object, adaptive sampling [Xie et al. 2020; Zwicker et al. 2015] redistributes the sampling budget to use more samples for complex pixels. We refer to Liang et al. [2024] for a detailed overview of diffusion profiles and rendering with BSSRDFs. SSS can also be approximated using light propagation volumes [Børlum et al. 2011]. Instead of approximations, volumetric path tracing renders SSS by simulating the full volumetric light transport [Burley 2015; Novák et al. 2018]. Long random walks that are prone to high variance can be guided toward the closest surface or nearest light source [Krivánek and d’Eon 2014; Meng et al. 2016]. Still, many long paths have to be traced through the object to reduce variance sufficiently, which is typically too expensive for real-time rendering.

2.2 Reservoir-Based Spatio-Temporal Importance Resampling (ReSTIR)

2.2.1 Generalized Resampled Importance Sampling (GRIS). GRIS [Lin et al. 2022] provides an importance sampling estimator for the integral

\[
I = \int_{\Omega} f(x) dx,
\]

for any real-valued function \( f : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). Let \( \hat{p} \) be a desired target function, i.e. \( \hat{p} \approx f \), with \( \text{supp}(f) \subseteq \text{supp}(\hat{p}) \) that can be evaluated but has no practical sampling algorithm. As inputs, GRIS takes \( M \geq 1 \) samples \( X_1, \ldots, X_M \) from domains \( \Omega_1, \ldots, \Omega_M \) with possibly intractable PDFs \( p_1(X_1), \ldots, p_M(X_M) \) but known unbiased contribution weights (UCWs) \( W_{X_1}, \ldots, W_{X_M} \) that unbiasedly estimate \( \mathbb{E} \left[ W_{X_i} | X_i \right] = 1/p_i(X_i) \). It then randomly selects one of the samples, shifted into the target integration domain \( Y = Y_s = T_s(X_s) \in \Omega \), proportional to assigned resampling weights \( w_i \). As \( M \to \infty \), the distribution of \( Y \) approaches \( \hat{p} \), i.e. \( Y \sim \hat{p}/\int_{\Omega} \hat{p} \). The one sample GRIS estimator for
While processing a stream of samples $X$ (Eq. (5)) is
and has an increased effective sample count of UCW $W_r$, effective sample count, i.e. the number of samples processed. After processing all samples, the selected sample $Y$, the current sum of weights $w_{\text{sum}}$, and a confidence weight $c$ that encodes the effective sample count, i.e. the number of samples processed. After processing all samples, the $\text{UCW } W_Y$ can be calculated using the information stored in the reservoir. Algorithms 1 and 2 show WRS and streaming GRIS. Additionally, ReSTIR chains GRIS passes for spatiotemporal reuse. GRIS passes can be chained by using a set of reservoirs $r_1, \ldots, r_M$ with their respective selected samples $r_1.Y, \ldots, r_M.Y$ and UCWs $r_1.W_Y, \ldots, r_M.W_Y$ as inputs. The resulting reservoir combines the inputs and has an increased effective sample count of $c = r_1.c + \cdots + r_M.c$. The different effective sample counts of reservoirs should be respected in the resampling MIS weights during resampling, which

\begin{align}
I \text{ (Eq. (5)) is} & \quad \hat{i} = f(Y) \frac{1}{\hat{p}(Y)} \sum_{i=1}^M m_i(T_i(X_i)) \hat{p}(T_i(X_i)) W_{X_i} \left| T_i^{-1}(X_i) \right| = f(Y) \frac{1}{\hat{p}(Y)} \sum_{i=1}^M w_i = f(Y) W_{Y}. \quad (6) \\
& = w_i
\end{align}

Since the $X_i$ are allowed to come from different domains $\Omega_i$, they need to be shifted into the target domain $\Omega$ using a shift mapping $T_i$ that shifts samples from domain $\Omega_i$ to $\Omega$. When applying shift mappings, the densities $p_i$ of the samples are changed. As a consequence, the UCWs change as well: $W_{Y_i} = W_{X_i} \left| T_i^{-1}(X_i) \right|$. In general, the individual $T_i(X_i)$ do not cover $\hat{p}$, i.e. $\text{supp}(\hat{p}) \nsubseteq \text{supp}(T_i(X_i))$, such that proper resampling MIS weights $m_i(T_i(X_i))$ become necessary. This way, to ensure unbiasedness, it is only required that the union of all $T_i(X_i)$ covers $\hat{p}$, which can be guaranteed by adding one canonical sample $X_1 \in \Omega_1 = \Omega$. The resampling MIS weights can be calculated with the generalized balance heuristic [Lin et al. 2022] using the target function $\hat{p}$ as a proxy for the (possibly) intractable PDF $p$

\begin{align}
m_i(T_i(X_i)) = \frac{\hat{p}_{\text{res}}(T_i(X_i))}{\sum_{j=1}^M \hat{p}_{\text{res}}(T_j(X_i))}, \quad \text{where } \hat{p}_{\text{res}}(T_i(X_i)) = \hat{p}_j \left( T_j^{-1}(T_i(X_i)) \right) \left| T_j^{-1}(T_i(X_i)) \right|, \quad (7)
\end{align}

where $\hat{p}_j$ is the target function evaluated in domain $\Omega_j$. This requires $O(M^2)$ operations. Alternatively, pairwise MIS [Bitterli 2021; Lin et al. 2022] can be used to calculate a pairwise generalized balance heuristic between the shifted sample $T_i(X_i)$ and the canonical sample $T_1(X_1) = X_1$ in $O(M)$.

2.2.2 Reservoir-Based Spatio-Temporal Importance Resampling (ReSTIR). ReSTIR [Bitterli et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2022] transforms GRIS into a streaming algorithm by using weighted reservoir sampling (WRS) [Chao 1982]. While processing a stream of samples $X_i$, a reservoir only stores the currently selected sample $Y$, the current sum of weights $w_{\text{sum}}$, and a confidence weight $c$ that encodes the effective sample count, i.e. the number of samples processed. After processing all samples, the UCW $W_Y$ can be calculated using the information stored in the reservoir. Algorithms 1 and 2 show WRS and streaming GRIS. Additionally, ReSTIR chains GRIS passes for spatiotemporal reuse. GRIS passes can be chained by using a set of reservoirs $r_1, \ldots, r_M$ with their respective selected samples $r_i.Y, \ldots, r_M.Y$ and UCWs $r_1.W_Y, \ldots, r_M.W_Y$ as inputs. The resulting reservoir combines the inputs and has an increased effective sample count of $c = r_1.c + \cdots + r_M.c$. The different effective sample counts of reservoirs should be respected in the resampling MIS weights during resampling, which

\begin{algorithm}
1 struct Reservoir
2 struct Reservoir
3 | $Y \leftarrow \emptyset$
4 | $W_Y \leftarrow 0$
5 | $w_{\text{sum}} \leftarrow 0$
6 | $c \leftarrow 0$
7 function update($X_i$, $w_i$, $c_i$)
8 | $w_{\text{sum}} \leftarrow w_{\text{sum}} + w_i$
9 | if rand() \leq w_i/w_{\text{sum}} then
10 | $Y \leftarrow X_i$
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
1 Input: Samples $X_1, \ldots, X_M$ in domains $\Omega_1, \ldots, \Omega_M$, confidence weights $c_1, \ldots, c_M$, and unbiased contribution weights $W_{X_1}, \ldots, W_{X_M}$
2 Output: Combined reservoir with sample $Y$ in target domain $\Omega$
3 Reservoir $r$
4 for $i = 1 \ldots M$
5 | $Y_i \leftarrow T_i(X_i)$ // shift sample from $\Omega_i$ into target domain $\Omega$
6 | $w_i \leftarrow m_i(Y_i) \hat{p}(Y_i) W_{X_i} \left| T_i^{-1}(X_i) \right|$  
7 | r.update($Y_i$, $w_i$, $c_i$)
8 if $r.\ Y \neq \emptyset$ then
9 | $r.W_Y \leftarrow \frac{1}{\hat{p}(r.\ Y)} r.\ w_{\text{sum}}$
10 | $r.c \leftarrow \min(r.c, c_{\text{cap}})$
11 return $r$
\end{algorithm}
leads to the generalized balance heuristic with confidence weights:

\[ m_i(T_i(X_i)) = \frac{c_i \hat{p}_{i-1}(T_i(X_i))}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} c_j \hat{p}_{i-j}(T_i(X_i))} \] (8)

In the context of path tracing, the goal is to integrate the measurement contribution function \( f \). A given pixel and time (frame) defines the domain \( \Omega \), such that \( f \) and \( \hat{p} \) depend on \( \Omega \). ReSTIR allows reusing light paths by sharing across pixels and between frames. This amortizes costs and increases the effective sample count per pixel. Therefore, each pixel stores a reservoir. In each frame, ReSTIR commonly performs the following tasks for each pixel:

1. Candidate generation: Generate \( M \) candidate samples (paths) \( X_1, \ldots, X_M \) using (potentially suboptimal) importance sampling schemes with PDFs \( p_i(X_i) \) and computable UCWs \( W_{X_i} = 1/p_i(X_i) \). Select one initial sample using GRIS and store it in the reservoir.

2. Temporal reuse: Find the matching pixel in the previous frame (e.g. using motion vectors) and combine the reservoir of the last frame with the current reservoir using GRIS.

3. Spatial reuse: Randomly select several neighbor pixels and combine their reservoirs with the current reservoir using GRIS.

4. Shade: Shade the current pixel using the selected sample stored in the reservoir: \( \hat{I} = f(Y) W_Y \).

Since the samples during candidate generation originate from the same source domain, the identity shift \( T_i(X_i) = X_i \) with \( |T'_i(X_i)| = 1 \) is used. In contrast, spatiotemporal reuse shares samples between different pixels and frames and therefore requires proper shift mappings between domains. To ensure unbiased convergence, the confidence weights have to be capped. Otherwise, temporal reuse causes \( c \to \infty \), new initial samples will have little influence on the selected sample, and correlation artifacts will occur.

### 2.2.3 Related Work

GRIS [Lin et al. 2022] generalizes resampled importance sampling (RIS) [Talbot et al. 2005] to support samples from different source domains. After the initial introduction of ReSTIR [Bitterli et al. 2020] for direct illumination only, several papers have been published to extend ReSTIR to longer paths for global illumination [Lin et al. 2022, 2021; Ouyang et al. 2021]. Recent work extends ReSTIR to conditional probability spaces [Kettunen et al. 2023] and interleaves ReSTIR with Markov Chain Monte Carlo mutations for decorrelation [Sawhney et al. 2024]. Shift mappings originate from gradient-domain rendering [Kettunen et al. 2015; Lehtinen et al. 2013], including reconnection [Lehtinen et al. 2013], random replay [Hua et al. 2019; Kettunen et al. 2015; Manzi et al. 2016], manifold exploration [Lehtinen et al. 2013], and half-vector copying [Kettunen et al. 2015]. Generally, a single shift mapping does not work well for all cases, which requires the combination of shifts [Gruson et al. 2018; Hua et al. 2017; Kettunen et al. 2015].

### 3 ReSTIR for Subsurface Scattering (RESTIR SSS)

In this section, we explain our application of ReSTIR to objects that are noticeably translucent and affected by SSS. We focus on the aspects that are new or different in our case compared to the existing ReSTIR and GRIS theory. For clarity, our explanation and subsequent evaluation focus on the direct illumination case for SSS (Fig. 2a), where we have light paths \( \hat{x} = [x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3] \). The camera vertex \( x_0 \) and the primary hit \( x_1 \) on the object define the domain \( \Omega \). The measurement contribution function \( f(\hat{x}) \) describes the transported light from the light source at \( x_3 \) that is scattered through the object \( x_2 \to x_1 \) towards \( x_0 \). We set \( \hat{p}(x) = \hat{p}_{\Omega}(x) = f(\hat{x}) \).

We show how to adopt BSSRDF IS in the ReSTIR framework in Section 3.1 to generate candidate paths in the first step of ReSTIR SSS. The subsequent spatiotemporal reuse then shares paths between pixels and frames by shifting them between domains. We adapt two commonly used
Algorithm 3: Candidate sample

1. struct Sample
2. Vertex $x_2$ // vertex on translucent object
3. Vertex $x_3$ // vertex on light source
4. uint axis // index for projection axis
5. uint channel // index for mean free path channel
6. float $u$ // random number for radius
7. float $u$ // random number for angle
8. uint intId // intersection index
9. float $J$ // cached part of Jacobian

Fig. 3. Our ReSTIR SSS reconnection shift (a) reconnects the offset path $y$ to the base path $x$ through the object. Our ReSTIR SSS delayed reconnection shift (b) uses random replay to generate an entry point $y_2$ similar to the base path before reconnecting to the base path one vertex later.

shift mappings for ReSTIR SSS in Section 3.2. Since they do not always work well individually, we introduce techniques to combine them in Section 4.

3.1 Candidate Generation

Given $x_0$ and $x_1$, BSSRDF IS and light source sampling are used to obtain $x_2$ and $x_3$ to generate a complete candidate path. Candidate generation generates $M$ candidate paths $X_i$ and uses GRIS to pick one initial path $Y$. During BSSRDF IS, multiple intersections are often generated for each sampled disk point with the object, as shown in Fig. 2c. Normally, one of the intersections is randomly picked which introduces a PMF of $1/N_i$, where $N_i$ is the number of found intersections. This leads to UCWs $W_{X_i} = 1/p(X_i)\frac{1}{N_i}$ and

$$W_Y = \frac{1}{\hat{p}(Y)} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{1}{M} \hat{p}(X_i) \frac{1}{p(X_i)\frac{1}{N_i}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

As all intersections need to be listed during the projection via ray tracing to determine $N_i$ anyway, we propose to increase the effective sample count at a low cost by taking all found intersections into account. We observe that the back part of Eq. (9) is a one sample estimator of the weighted sum over all intersections, i.e. $\sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \hat{p}(X_{ij})/p(X_{ij}) \approx \hat{p}(X_i)\frac{1}{N_i}$. Therefore, we rewrite Eq. (9) as

$$W_Y = \frac{1}{\hat{p}(Y)} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \frac{1}{M} \hat{p}(X_{ij}) \frac{1}{p(X_{ij})}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $W_{X_{ij}} = 1/p(X_{ij})$. This has the advantage that the effective sample count is increased to $\sum_{i=1}^{M} N_i \geq M$. Since it is not necessary to know the number of intersections $N_i$ in Eq. (10), the individual intersections can still be generated and added to the reservoir in a streaming fashion. In both cases, the stored confidence weight in the reservoir after candidate generation is $c = M$.

We show the structure of a candidate path in Algorithm 3. In addition to the sampled path, we require information from BSSRDF IS, which we later use for shifting paths (Section 3.2). The PDF $p$ of the candidate path consists of the PDF for BSSRDF IS $p_{SSS,x_1}(x_2)$ times the PDF for sampling the light source. We cache $p_{SSS,x_1}(x_2)$ as $J$ in the candidate sample. $J$ is part of the shift Jacobian.
3.2 Shift Mappings

Spatiotemporal reuse requires shifting paths between domains. In this section, we describe the application of two common shift mappings $T$ to map a base path $\vec{x} = [x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3]$ to an offset path $T(\vec{x}) = [y_0, y_1, y_2, y_3]$ in the context of ReSTIR SSS and state their respective Jacobians $|J'(\vec{x})|$ that account for the change in the densities of the paths (cf. Section 2.2.1 and Algorithm 2). A more general introduction to the building blocks of the two shifts independent from our subsurface case and a derivation of the Jacobians can be found in the supplemental material.

3.2.1 Reconnection Shift. The reconnection shift [Kettunen et al. 2015] reconnects the offset path directly to the first free vertex of the base path ($x_0$ and $x_1$ are always fixed for a given pixel and time), i.e. $T([x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3]) = [y_0, y_1, y_2, x_3]$. This means, we reconnect through the translucent object (Fig. 3a), which can help to reuse a long scattering path that carries light from an illuminated region into a shadowed region. BSSRDF IS is performed in area measure, hence the Jacobian of the shift is $|J'(\vec{x})| = 1$ [Hua et al. 2019]. Reconnecting through the object does not require tracing a ray to stay unbiased, since the visibility inside the object is solely determined by the diffusion profile. This makes the shift fast. In contrast, for surface reflection, reconnection can lead to occlusion between $y_1 \leftrightarrow x_2$. This visibility has to be tested to avoid biasedness [Ouyang et al. 2021].

3.2.2 Delayed Reconnection Shift. Instead of reconnecting directly to the base path at the first free vertex, reconnection can be delayed to one vertex later (Fig. 3b), i.e. $T([x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3]) = [y_0, y_1, y_2, x_3]$. Delayed reconnection shift first uses random replay [Hua et al. 2019] to sample a vertex $y_2$ on the object using the same random numbers as the base path for BSSRDF IS. This generally leads to a similar but shifted version of the sample $x_2$, which can be advantageous for re-creating short scattering paths. Random replay is followed by reconnection to reconnect the offset path to the first vertex after the object. The Jacobian for the shift mapping is the product of the Jacobians of the random replay and the reconnection step. The Jacobian for this is [Hua et al. 2019]

$$|J'(\vec{x})| = \frac{p_{\text{SSS}, x_1}(x_2)}{p_{\text{SSS}, y_1}(y_2)} \left| \frac{\cos \theta^y_2}{\cos \theta^x_2} \right| \frac{||x_3 - x_2||^2}{||x_3 - y_2||^2} \quad \text{or} \quad |J'(\vec{x})| = \frac{p_{\text{SSS}, x_1}(x_2)}{p_{\text{SSS}, y_1}(y_2)},$$

(11)

depending on whether the light source $x_3$ is sampled in solid angle or area measure, respectively. $\theta^x_2$ denotes the angle between the normalized direction from $x_3$ to $x_2$ and the normal at $x_3$. We cache $p_{\text{SSS}, x_1}(x_2)$ (part of the Jacobian) during candidate generation (cf. Section 3.1 and Algorithm 3) to avoid re-calculation. For the next execution of delayed reconnection, we update the cached part of the Jacobian of the offset path to $p_{\text{SSS}, y_1}(x_2)$. To ensure bijectivity, a sample also stores the index $j$ of the intersection as an identifier (cf. Section 3.1 and Algorithm 3). The offset path chooses the same $j$-th intersection found by BSSRDF IS with the copied random numbers. If the number of intersections is less than $j$, the shift fails. This idea of reusing the intersection index is similar to ReSTIR PT’s [Lin et al. 2022] extension of the path space with a lobe index. Compared to the simpler reconnection shift (Section 3.2.1), delayed reconnection requires tracing a ray for the projection during BSSRDF IS. If the target function $\hat{p}$ contains visibility between $x_2 \leftrightarrow x_3$, another visibility check is necessary to ensure that $y_2 \leftrightarrow x_3$ is not occluded.

4 COMBINING SHIFTS

Depending on the situation, reconnection or delayed reconnection yields better results (cf. Section 6): Reconnection works better in transitions between illuminated and shadowed regions, where the effects of SSS are more dominant. Delayed reconnection works better for surfaces that are directly
In this section, we therefore investigate how both shifts can be combined. First, we design a hybrid shift (Section 4.1) by introducing a deterministic SSS specific criterion to decide which shift should be used for a specific sample. After that, we introduce a novel approach to allow sequentially executed resampling passes to use different shifts such that there is no need to deterministically decide on a single shift for a specific sample (Section 4.2). We then apply this theory to our SSS case (Section 4.3).

4.1 Hybrid Shift for ReSTIR SSS

ReSTIR PT [Lin et al. 2022] designs a hybrid shift that delays reconnection until both vertices \( y_k \) and \( x_{k+1} \) of the offset path (generated up to \( y_k \) with random replay) and the base path are diffuse. This is determined by a roughness-based criterion. The first vertex \( x_{k+1} \) on the base path that satisfies the criterion for \( x_k \) and \( x_{k+1} \) is used for reconnection. To ensure a deterministic and bijective shift, the offset path vertices \( y_k \) and \( x_{k+1} \) have to satisfy the criterion as well.

Like the hybrid shift in ReSTIR PT, our hybrid shift also deterministically decides whether \( x_2 \) or \( x_3 \) is used for reconnection, i.e. whether reconnection or delayed reconnection shift is used for a specific sample. We design our criterion based on the observations from before (Section 4) to distinguish the two regions, where either one of the shifts is superior. Typically, for regions where the subsurface contribution dominates direct light, the distance between \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) is rather large. It is also possible that the distance is small but the orientation of the surface normals \( n_{x_1} \) and \( n_{x_2} \) is significantly different, which indicates a potentially shadowed \( x_1 \) but unshadowed \( x_2 \). We choose the reconnection shift using thresholds \( \kappa_{\text{distance}} \) and \( \kappa_{\text{orientation}} \) (cf. Section 5.1) if

\[
||x_2 - x_1|| \geq \kappa_{\text{distance}} \quad \text{or} \quad n_{x_2} \cdot n_{x_1} \leq \kappa_{\text{orientation}}.
\]

We visualize which shift the base path selects based on the introduced criterion in Fig. 4.

4.2 Sequential Shift

Hybrid shift sometimes fails if the base and offset path cannot agree on a vertex for reconnection. Additionally, the criterion might not always be a perfect fit for all scenarios, e.g. directly at shadow boundaries. As a consequence, we now investigate the idea of using different shift mappings in sequentially executed resampling passes. For example, a first resampling pass can use reconnection shift for all samples. Then, a second pass gets the result of the first pass as its input and uses delayed reconnection shift for all samples. This way, both pixels where reconnection performs better as well as pixels where delayed reconnection works better have a chance to find more useful
sequential
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Fig. 5. Comparison between hybrid and sequential shift. Sequential shift leads to a more uniform sampling at shadow and geometry edges, where the criterion of the hybrid shifts is suboptimal. The visualization in the right column shows the fraction of shifted samples $T(X_i)$ that have a higher target function than the canonical sample $X$, i.e. $\hat{p}(T(X_i)) > \hat{p}(X)$, averaged over multiple frames. Brighter regions indicate a higher fraction. Sequential shift yields more improved samples.

samples. We will refer to this shift as sequential shift. A visual comparison between the hybrid and sequential shift can be found in Fig. 5. The alternating use of both shift mappings does however require non-trivial changes to the shifts, due to their difference in domain.

Our shift mappings operate both in path space $P$ (reconnection) and primary sample space (PSS) $U$ (random replay used in delayed reconnection). For a candidate path, both coordinates $\bar{x} \in P$ and $\bar{u} \in U$ are available, since our sampling scheme is a function that maps random numbers $\bar{u}$ to $\bar{x}$. After resampling and changing $\bar{x}$ to $\bar{y}$, we require inversion to obtain matching random numbers $\bar{v}$, in order to later apply random replay using $\bar{y}$ as a base path. Without further modifications, this is not always possible, since discrete sampling decisions lead to a mismatch in dimensionality between $P$ and $U$, i.e. there is no bijection. In particular, this problem occurs in our case when sampling a mixture distribution, i.e. when we choose an axis and channel in BSSRDF IS.

Previous work [Bitterli et al. 2017; Otsu et al. 2017; Pantaleoni 2017] solves this problem in the context of Metropolis light transport using probabilistic inversion. They extend $P$ with extra dimensions $\Gamma = [0, 1]^m$ such that there exists a bijection between $P \times \Gamma$ and $U$. Intuitively, $\bar{y} \in \Gamma$ decides to which of many possible $\bar{u}$ we map from $\bar{x}$. They further show that since the value of $\bar{y}$ does not affect the measurement integral, we can sample it randomly before inversion.

Probabilistic inversion has been applied in the context of ReSTIR to obtain random numbers to apply Metropolis-Hastings mutations in primary sample space (PSS) in a separate pass [Sawhney et al. 2024]. In the following, we explain how probabilistic inversion fits directly into the ReSTIR framework. We maintain the uniform distribution of $\bar{y}$, therefore changing $\bar{y}$ does not require a modification of the UCW (see Appendix A). This allows us to employ probabilistic inversion for ReSTIR in shift mappings, i.e. we do not need to store a specific value of $\bar{y}$ and instead sample it lazily when needed. To keep shift mappings deterministic, we sample a uniform random value for...
We will now refer to a specific combination of axis index and channel as a technique to obtain random numbers in \( U \). The technique independently from the geometry and material, there is no need to invert this index can change when reconnecting. This means, we have to re-calculate it by tracing a ray from the base path vertex \( y_j \) with the base path vertex \( x_2 \) to \( x_2 \) and need to obtain matching random numbers that are cached in the reservoir for a subsequent random replay pass. We draw \( \gamma \in [0,1) \) to select a possible technique based on the likelihood that it generated the sample. Once the technique is fixed, the radius and the angle used during BSSRDF IS can be calculated and inverted to obtain the random numbers \( u_{\text{radius}} \) and \( u_{\text{angle}} \). Since \( \gamma \) maps to the technique independently from the geometry and material, there is no need to invert \( \gamma \) or the technique to obtain random numbers in \( U \). Instead, we can store the technique in the reservoir and use it directly for random replay when constructing an offset path. Algorithm 4 shows the complete probabilistic inverse BSSRDF IS procedure.

For random replay, the intersection index is required (cf. Section 3.2.2). Like the random numbers, this index can change when reconnecting. This means, we have to re-calculate it by tracing a ray from \( y_j \) to \( x_2 \). Since this operation is expensive, we want to minimize the number of re-calculations as much as possible. In theory, we only have to determine the new intersection index once for the final sample selected by GRIS after the resampling pass with reconnection shift finished, since this information is not required to calculate the resampling (MIS) weights and since the intersection can always be found when the inversion does not fail. In practice, however, tracing the ray from \( y_j \) to \( x_2 \) introduces slight numerical errors, such that no intersection can be found with \( x_2 \) or in a reasonably small neighborhood after all. This, for example, can happen if the point is on the edge of a triangle which itself is at the edge of the object and the ray just misses the edge. To stay unbiased, this requires determining the intersection index during inversion and failing the shift directly when

\[
\gamma \in [0,1]^m
\]

determines the axis and channel.
the intersection cannot be found (cf. Section 4.2). As a practical solution for avoiding this overhead, we set the intersection index to an unknown state when the intersection cannot be found for the selected sample after the resampling pass. This tells random replay in a subsequent pass to select a random intersection instead. This results in a slight, rather unnoticeable bias, which we assume is acceptable for real-time applications given the performance gain by tracing fewer rays.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implemented ReSTIR SSS with all introduced shifts in Vulkan and provide its source code.

5.1 Parameters
For real-time rendering, we use $M = 1$ for candidate generation and 4 neighbors for spatial reuse. For the sequential shift, the temporal pass uses reconnection, and we execute two consecutive spatial passes that use 2 neighbor samples for the first pass with reconnection and 2 for the following pass with delayed reconnection. Spatial reuse employs the defensive form of pairwise MIS [Lin et al. 2022] to calculate resampling MIS weights in a streaming fashion. As temporal reuse only combines the reservoirs of the last and the current frame, we choose the generalized balance heuristic (Eq. (7)) for the resampling MIS weights. We cap the confidence weight of the reservoir of the last frame to a maximum of $20 \times$ the confidence weight of the reservoir of the current frame (Algorithm 2), as we mostly rely on temporal reuse for real-time rendering. While this leads to unbiased results when accumulating several frames, we encourage applicants to decrease this multiplier to avoid long-lasting correlations in the case of a static camera and scene or when doing offline rendering. Our hybrid shift criterion uses $k_{\text{distance}} = 2d_{\text{max}} = 2 \max(d_r, \max(d_g, d_b))$, which is twice the maximum scaled mean free path, and $k_{\text{orientation}} = 0.5$ ($60^\circ$).

5.2 Render Time Optimizations
Since ReSTIR (SSS) reads and writes reservoir in each frame with random memory accesses for reading neighbors during spatial reuse, our application is currently memory-bound. Therefore, we reduce VRAM costs by compressing samples that are stored in reservoirs before writing to the VRAM similarly to G-buffer compression methods [Burns and Hunt 2013; Schied and Dachsbacher 2015]. To optimize the performance of the spatial pass, a streaming version of pairwise MIS is used to avoid loading all neighbor reservoirs at once and spilling registers. Additionally, we unroll the loop for iterating over neighbors to increase performance. To decrease memory access costs during candidate generation, we sample only a single new light source for a candidate and reuse the same light source across all found intersections. Of course, further optimizations, like using only a subset of lights in each frame as proposed for ReSTIR DI [Bitterli et al. 2020; Wyman and Panteleev 2022], can be applied here as well.

5.3 Global Illumination and Integration with ReSTIR GI/PT
We explained our technique for the direct illumination case only. Following ReSTIR PT [Lin et al. 2022], it is naturally possible to trace full paths and only store a single reconnection vertex, a seed for the random number generator, as well as the incoming radiance. To allow for the sequential shift, multiple vertices on the path can be stored along with their random numbers. Since there are no sharp details preserved after the light scattered through the object, we assume that querying a form of radiance cache [Dachsbacher et al. 2014; Majercik et al. 2022; Müller et al. 2021] at the sampled entry point can be beneficial allowing faster candidate generation and resampling passes.

\[ Project repository: https://github.com/MircoWerner/ReSTIR-SSS.git\]
ReSTIR SSS is a specialized technique to render paths with SSS. Using it as separate passes next to a technique for surface reflections like ReSTIR GI or ReSTIR PT leads to significant performance and memory overhead. The two techniques can be combined by letting shifts fail that try to reuse a subsurface sample on a different object. As most objects have a multi-layered material including translucent objects, shifts between an SSS lobe and a surface reflection lobe are prohibited. Similar to ReSTIR PT, this requires storing the lobe indices. In the supplemental material, we show how surface reflections can employ sequential shift as well.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate our technique and shift mappings in different scenes on an NVIDIA RTX 3070 and compare to standard path tracing. Reported errors are calculated on the translucent objects only using unbiased converged references. Render times include the passes for ReSTIR SSS (candidate generation, spatial and temporal reuse, final shading) or standard path tracing. We do not include G-buffer costs and the costs of rendering non-translucent objects. For spatiotemporal reuse, the temporal history is recorded by moving the camera for 16 frames along a predefined short trajectory and applying candidate generation and spatiotemporal reuse once per frame. We additionally evaluate the influence of our method on denoising using the OptiX denoiser [NVIDIA Research 2017].

Results. Fig. 6 shows equal time comparisons of ReSTIR SSS with spatiotemporal reuse and the four possible shift mappings versus standard path tracing with and without applying the denoiser on an object that is highly affected by SSS. ReSTIR SSS does not introduce bias regardless of the shift and eventually converges to the reference (see supplemental material). While there is a slight bias with our implementation of the sequential shift due to the delayed calculation of the intersection index (Section 4.3), without this performance optimization the sequential shift is unbiased as well. Reconnection shift significantly reduces noise in shadowed regions with scattered light. However, it leads to strong correlation artifacts in illuminated regions, since it mainly reuses longer paths that transport only the dominant scattering color that is defined by the diffusion profile. Delayed reconnection shift outperforms reconnection shift in illuminated regions but finds an insufficient number of long scattering paths in shadowed regions. This leads to visible artifacts like blots and discontinuities after denoising that are visually irritating and disagree with the general smoothing effect caused by SSS. Similar denoising artifacts can be seen for standard path tracing which only rarely finds long subsurface light transport paths from illuminated to shadowed regions. In contrast, our new hybrid and sequential shifts sample both regions well. This leads to a superior denoising quality compared to standard path tracing. In Fig. 7, we show the same scene but with many small light sources, which increases noise. Fig. 8 shows our technique with spatiotemporal reuse with hybrid and sequential shift for various mean free paths of different materials. As only one light source is used and the mean free paths are rather short, SSS is less noticeable in most regions, and the benefit of our method with direct lighting is comparatively small. In this case, BSSRDF IS searches for points in a relatively small sphere, which already decreases variance substantially. This effect is also clearly visible in Fig. 9, where we compare the same scene multiple times with the mean free path scaled to varying degrees. With increasing mean free paths, our technique outperforms standard path tracing in regions with noticeable SSS effects.

Correlation. Due to the spatiotemporal nature of ReSTIR, correlation artifacts between pixels occur. Although hybrid and sequential shift minimize these artifacts compared to (delayed) reconnection, the correlation is still visible by a change in the color tone that is noticeable at first. However, applying the denoiser re-creates the color tone of the reference (e.g. Fig. 8). Correlation can be traded for noise by reducing the influence of temporal resampling [Lin et al. 2022].
Fig. 6. Scene with a highly scattering object and a single large light source. Spatiotemporal reuse reduces noise significantly in regions with distinctly visible SSS compared to standard path tracing. Since there are both shadowed and illuminated regions that show SSS to varying degrees, reconnection shift and delayed reconnection shift only work well in one of the two regions at a time and lead to correlation artifacts in the other region. Hybrid and sequential shift sample both regions well and avoid most blotches and discontinuities after denoising.
ReSTIR Subsurface Scattering for Real-Time Path Tracing

Fig. 7. Scene with a highly scattering object and many small light sources. Spatiotemporal reuse reduces noise significantly compared to standard path tracing. The denoised versions of the poorly sampled images from path tracing appear blurry. Hybrid and sequential shift lead to sharper denoised results.

Fig. 8. Materials with small mean free paths in scenes with only one dominant light source benefit little from our introduced technique in the direct illumination case. Hybrid and sequential shift seem to change the color tone during spatiotemporal reuse, however, applying the denoiser re-creates the look of the reference image. Mean free paths and surface albedos are taken from Jensen et al. [2001].

Fig. 9. Comparison of differently scaled mean free paths $td$. Our technique becomes more effective with longer mean free path. Standard path tracing fails to capture the red tint of longer scattering in equal time.
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Fig. 10. Sequential shift: Comparison between the use of reconnection and delayed reconnection in the temporal pass. Camera jitter and re-projection with motion vectors introduce a position mismatch on a subpixel level during temporal reuse. The change in geometry leads to differently shifted samples with delayed reconnection (random replay) compared to the last frame. This additional randomization generally leads to less uniformly distributed samples. The heatmap visualizes whether the shifted sample from the last frame \( T(X_i) \) has a higher target function than the current sample \( X \), i.e. \( \hat{p}(T(X_i)) > \hat{p}(X) \), averaged over multiple frames. Brighter regions indicate that the shifted sample is more likely to have a higher target function. Using delayed reconnection for temporal reuse yields less improved samples in regions with higher geometric complexity.

**Render Times.** Our technique is currently memory-bound due to frequent reading and writing of reservoirs in all passes (cf. Section 5.2). As a consequence, it is possible to take a comparatively large number of samples per pixel in standard path tracing that is mainly limited by ray tracing performance. We assume that our technique becomes even more effective in the future, with increased memory performance, larger cache sizes, and higher register counts, when the ray tracing performance becomes the limiting factor as well.

**Hybrid Versus Sequential Shift.** Since our criterion for the hybrid shift is only based on local information of the base path and has to be satisfied for the offset path as well for symmetry reasons, finding the most optimal shift frequently fails at boundaries between the two regions we want to separate. We show this behavior in Fig. 5. By applying both shifts, the sequential shift implicitly picks the most successful one for a path and allows a more uniform sampling along the boundaries of the regions. Although we delay the calculation of the intersection index after the resampling pass with reconnection during the sequential shift, which improves performance, the second spatial resampling pass introduces additional memory accesses. As ReSTIR SSS is currently memory-bound, the sequential shift generally requires more time than the hybrid shift, although both use a total of four neighbors for spatial reuse.

**Sequential Shift: Selection of Shifts.** The sequential shift does not initially restrict whether a resampling pass uses reconnection or delayed reconnection. For temporal reuse, reconnection should be employed (see Fig. 10). We experimented with the order of reconnection and delayed reconnection in the two spatial passes but did not find either order to be clearly superior. As the error was slightly smaller, we decided to use reconnection first and delayed reconnection second.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced ReSTIR SSS that allows unbiased reuse of subsurface light transport paths. It minimizes the cost of generating points on the object with BSSRDF importance sampling by sharing
them across pixels and between frames. Our introduced hybrid and sequential shifts combine reconnection and delayed reconnection that individually either decrease noise in regions with visible scattered light or in illuminated regions. This way, our combined shifts significantly reduce error in regions with noticeable scattered light while avoiding the occurrence of strong correlation artifacts in illuminated areas. Our sequential shift allows shifting a path with both reconnection and delayed reconnection by executing subsequent resampling passes, where each pass uses a different shift. In contrast to the hybrid shift, there is no need to deterministically decide on one shift for a given path. We believe that this ability to perform random replay on a path that has been previously constructed using reconnection is not only applicable to ReSTIR SSS, but might improve ReSTIR in general, e.g. for surface reflections, to decrease the number of failed shifts and in cases where no or only a suboptimal criterion for a hybrid shift can be defined.
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A INVERSE MAPPINGS IN RESTIR

Measurement Integral with Extended Path Space. As long as $\tilde{\varphi}$ is distributed uniformly in $\Gamma = [0,1]^m$, we can trivially add it to the integration domain. This keeps contribution weights $W$ unbiased, i.e. it preserves the correctness of ReSTIR without any modifications:

$$\mathbb{E}[f(\tilde{x})W] = \int_{P} f(\tilde{x}) \, d\tilde{x} = \int_{P} \int_{\Gamma} d\tilde{\varphi} \, f(\tilde{x}) \, d\tilde{x} = \int_{P \times \Gamma} f(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}) \, d(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}) = \mathbb{E}[f(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi})W]$$ (12)

Canceling the Jacobian. We formalize the mapping from and to PSS using the sampling scheme $S: \mathcal{U} \to P \times \Gamma$ and its inversion $R: P \times \Gamma \to \mathcal{U}$. The sampling scheme $S$ is usually given by our candidate generation, while we would like to derive a suitable inversion $R$. $R$ should not change the path density, i.e. the PSS integral should behave as if we had started out in PSS. This means the value of the integral of inversion followed by sampling (application of $S$) should match the path space integral:

$$\int_{P \times \Gamma} f(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}) \, d(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}) = \int_{\mathcal{U}} f(S(\tilde{u})) \, |J_{S}(\tilde{u})| \, d\tilde{u}$$

$$= \int_{P \times \Gamma} f(S(R(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}))) \, |J_{S}(R(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}))| \, |J_{R}(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi})| \, d(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi})$$ (13)

This is the case when the Jacobians in the last line cancel each other:

$$|J_{S}(R(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi}))| \, |J_{R}(\tilde{x}, \tilde{\varphi})| = 1$$ (14)

We choose $R$ such that this property holds following Bitterli et al. [2017] in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 and then can perform integration in PSS as usual. Also see the supplemental material, where we give an explicit example for sampling a mixture distribution and its inversion as well as an example of how to apply the sequential shift for ReSTIR in the context of surface reflections.